



of, new, microbial, cell, factories, RMH6sP0, TypicallyD, protein, levels, are, adjusted, through, engineering, of, the, transcriptional, and,




We, developed, a, framework, in, S. cerevisiae, for, the, de novo, design, of, A’2untranslated, regions, RA’2UTRsP, with, a, predictive,
outcome,on,translation,initiation,rate0,ThereforeD,we,developed,a,partial,least,square,RPLSP,regression,model,based,on,a,dataset,
of,A’2UTR,sequences,of,/vir,et al.,R]3[NP,[[]0,NextD,this,model,was,employed,for,the,creation,of,completely,new,A’2UTRs,leading,
to,protein,abundances, RPJP,within,a,specified, target, range0,6inallyD, in silico,generated,AU2UTRs,with,different,combinations,of,
promotersD,A’2UTRs,and,coding,sequences,were,evaluated,in vivo0















































RPL&J, AU2UTR, sequences, [[], was, used0, This,
dataset,was,split, in,a, training,set, to,build, the,
model,and,a,test,set,for,model,validation0
Jn, R], of, 30I], was, obtained, for, the, test,
setD,indicating,that,our,PLS,model,has,the,












+n, both, casesD, an, R], of, 30I3, or, higher, was,
obtainedD, indicating, the, predictive, power, of, our,





Variation, in, translation, rate, is, measured, via, a,
fluorescent, protein, R6PP0, J, constitutive, mHherry,






predictive, outcome, of, protein, expression,
levels,is,performed,by,an,iterative,process0,
Js,outputD,],libraries,of,eight,AU2UTRs,covering,
the,wanted,protein,abundance,range,is,given0
Kxample,of,the,scatter,of,an,in silico,
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